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Figure 1: ClipWidgets are interactive widgets attachable to a dedicated phone case. Markers on the widgets are reflected on a conical mirror in the phone case that makes them visible for the phone camera when inserted (a). We demonstrate three applications of ClipWidgets: a game controller (b); a music-mixing interface (c), and a mathematical equation explorer (d).

ABSTRACT

Touchscreens provide a platform for adaptable and versatile user interfaces making them a popular choice for modern smart devices. However, touchscreens lack physicality. Existing solutions to add tangible user interfaces to smart devices often require complicated assembly or occlude part of the touchscreen. We propose ClipWidgets: 3D-printed modular tangible UI extensions for smartphones. ClipWidgets uses a conical mirror and a custom phone case to redirect the field of view of the rear camera of a smartphone to the phone’s periphery. This allows the phone to optically sense input from modular passive 3D-printed widgets that are attached to the phone case. We developed three different widget types (button, dial and slider) that require minimal calibration and minimal assembly. To demonstrate the functionality of ClipWidgets we used it to prototype three different applications: a game controller, a music interface and an interactive graph tool.
1 INTRODUCTION

Since their introduction, touchscreens have become the dominant interaction paradigm for many different technologies due to their reliability, versatility, and directness. However, tangible interaction methods retain important advantages over touch-only interfaces, including eyes-free manipulation, virtuosity, and high performance manipulation [22] that are yet to be found in touchscreen applications.

In the quest to achieve both the versatility of touchscreens and the benefits of physicality, researchers have explored techniques to increase both the flexibility of tangible devices and the physicality of touchscreens. Researchers in the field of shape-changing interfaces [1] have created tangible controls which can change in size [20], provide haptic feedback [52], or even morph from one type of control into another [19]. Such efforts are still largely restricted to laboratories, due to the complexity of fabricating and controlling shape-changing devices. Another approach has been to increase the physicality of touchscreen-based devices. One major approach in this area have been to use tangible tokens which can be detected by the touchscreen’s capacitive sensing system [39, 42] or rear camera for projection-based systems [4, 54]. These methods work well and support a variety of interaction types [9] but must be placed on the screen itself, reducing the available display area. An alternative method has been to use an external camera to track objects in the space around the touchscreen [3, 27], but such approaches are subject to lighting variation and occlusion, and cannot provide a wide variety of interaction types.

In this paper, we present ClipWidgets, a modular, tangible widget system that enhances the physicality of touchscreen devices while avoiding occluding the screen. The components are easily fabricated, requiring only a standard 3D printer, and require minimal assembly and CAD knowledge. The widgets clip to the sides of a 3D-printed case, placing them in close proximity to the screen’s high-resolution display. User interaction with widgets causes printed markers inside the case to rotate, which the device camera then detects. To allow interaction with widgets placed at any edge location, a conical mirror provides the camera with a view of the entire periphery of the case. ClipWidgets contributes a unique set of desirable features:

- tangible input for smart devices without screen occlusion;
- the ability to sense different types of input;
- the ability to simultaneously sense multiple inputs;
- no need for special-purpose or external hardware; and
- easy to fabricate and modify.

2 RELATED WORK

Our work relates to fabricating interactive objects and extended interfaces for mobile devices.

2.1 Interactive Fabricated Objects

3D printing is a valuable prototyping tool as it can rapidly turn 3D models into physical objects. However, most 3D-printed objects are not inherently interactive, as limitations of printing technology restricts output to material which can be extruded, powders which can be bonded, or liquid which can be cured. Researchers have devoted significant effort to overcoming these limitations via three main approaches: embedding non-printable components, incorporating multiple types of materials, and using a single printable material type coupled with specifically designed geometry.

Embedding non-printable components allows a maker to take advantage of a huge ecosystem of reliable, inexpensive electronic components and standardized software. However, doing so necessitates creating cutouts and clearances in the 3D-printed model to embed components and wires, requiring significant time as well as significant knowledge of CAD software and electronics. Multiple projects attempt to alleviate some of the burden on designers by automating aspects of this design process, for example by automatically creating case designs based on component layout [53], replacing fiducial markers on scanned physical models with component mounting locations [18, 37], or providing simplified design tools that accommodate entire commercial devices such as smartwatches or phones [24]. The drawback to these approaches is in their complexity, requiring significant manual assembly of the user, and the requirement to re-design and -print the entire object whenever a component type, size, or location changes. ClipWidgets extends this idea of embedding an entire device, but adds modularity, enabling quick and easy experimentation with interactor location and type.

A second approach to add interactivity to 3D-printed objects is by incorporating multiple material types, both those traditionally printable as well as materials requiring novel printer designs. One common approach is to use conductive thermoplastic to enable capacitive touch sensing on printed objects [39, 41–43]. However, these approaches sense a limited number of touch locations [39], require per-object [42] or per-user calibration [43], or operate by occluding a touchscreen [39, 41, 42]. By clever use of high-end multilayer printers, researchers have been able to print optical fibers and lenses [55] and functional hydraulic actuators [26]. However, with their high cost, large size, and complexity of use, such printers remain out of reach for most people. Another method is to use additional materials that are not normally able to be printed, either via manual insertion during or after the print process, or by constructing or modifying a printer to handle the material. Researchers have incorporated fabric [34, 35], liquids [40], magnets [60], and wire [33]. While offering a wider range of behavior than available with off-the-shelf materials, these methods also incur a higher cost in complexity to the maker. Fabricating ClipWidgets requires only standard PLA material and unmodified hobbyist printers.

To avoid the complexities of multiple components and materials, a number of researchers add interactivity by using the structure of the printed object itself as a transducer, transforming the user’s input energy into a form that can be sensed by a single electronic
sensor. One common approach is to use acoustic sensing, where user interaction causes internal resonance [25, 50], causes part of the object to vibrate [38, 45], or interferes with sound injected into the object [23, 32]. However, acoustic approaches are limited in the number and simultaneity of interactions, due to external noise and the generally poor sound conductivity of 3D-printed plastics. Pneumatic approaches, which sense how air pressure changes with user interaction [48, 51], avoid acoustic interference but are similarly limited to a small number of non-simultaneous interactions. Computer-vision-based approaches can potentially support a large number of simultaneous interactions; however, external cameras naturally suffer from occlusion by the user [46] or require the object to remain in a fixed location [44]. Sauron uses a camera internal to the fabricated object to detect motion of physical controls [36]; however, each new or changed object requires significant assembly effort, potentially involving adding mirrors to reflect occluded controls. The modular structure of ClipWidgets simplifies assembly while avoiding the necessity for re-printing the object to make changes, instead enabling easy reconfiguration of widget types and locations. It also uses an internal camera, but avoids occlusion via a single conical mirror that offers a view of the entire perimeter of the phone.

2.2 Physical Interfaces for Mobile Devices

ClipWidgets contributes to the body of research that explores methods to add tangible, physical interaction capability to touchscreen devices. Users prefer tangible controls in some contexts [6, 7], and in some cases such controls can avoid the problem [47] of users occluding the screen during interaction.

One common approach to adding physical controls to mobile touchscreen devices is to use conductive material to extend the touchscreen’s touch-detection capabilities to additional objects [14, 24, 28, 39, 42, 59]. While this method enables tangible inputs that are easy to make and use, it requires the objects to be in contact with the screen, and typically requires the user to be actively touching the object in order to track and identify it.

To avoid the problem of tangibles occluding the screen, some projects use additional electronics hardware to track objects nearby or attached to the device [12, 49]. While effective, the complexity of this approach puts it out of reach of most everyday users. More easily implementable are methods using sensors already built into mobile devices.

Most mobile devices include a magnetometer, and multiple researchers have proposed methods to track the location of permanent magnets in relation to the device [2, 5, 15, 17]. This method works well for a single interaction object, but as magnetometers can only report a cumulative magnetic field measurement, becomes more complex with multiple objects. Adding more magnetometers [10, 30] or using active electromagnets [11] increases the number of tracked objects but requires custom electronics.

Mobile devices can also sense vibration at a wide range of frequencies. Widgets used the accelerometer to enable a thin, modular widget system that differentiated between controls via characteristic vibrations generated by gear teeth within each control [58]. This approach enabled a variety of widgets that can be reconfigured at will, but required users to train the system for each widget location and grasp type. In addition, differentiating between identical widgets in close proximity required modifying the widget’s mechanism. Acoustruments [23] used the phone’s microphone to track how attached physical controls modified sound emitted from the device speaker, but also required training, and supported a limited number of widgets. ClipWidgets requires no training and works with any number of identical widgets in any location.

Another approach is to use computer vision to track objects near the device. Some work in this area has investigated tracking unconstrained objects in a space surrounding the device [3, 27, 56] which requires a large distance between the camera(s) and the objects in order to achieve a wide enough field of view, making these approaches less practical for physical controls.

Several projects have used built-in phone cameras to enable off-screen interaction. CamTrackPoint uses a small 3D-printed attachment that enables the camera to act like a laptop pointing stick. Back-Mirror uses a printed reference pattern mounted on the back of a phone along with a mirror redirecting the camera view to the pattern to enable finger tracking in a small area of the phone’s rear surface [57]. More similar to ClipWidgets, two systems detect physical widgets via a phone camera. Prisimodule used total internal reflection in a thin acrylic template attached to the back of a phone to detect striped patterns on buttons inserted in the template [21]. While simple, the method is limited to a small number of widgets in one area of the rear of the phone, and widgets placed behind others cannot be detected. Finally, Matsushima et al. used a mirror to redirect the camera view towards color-coded buttons mounted on the back of the phone [29]. Because the mirror was flat, the system could only see buttons in one area of the phone. ClipWidgets expands on this concept to enable a wider variety of widgets that can be placed anywhere around the periphery of the phone.

3 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

ClipWidgets is a set of tangible widgets that users can clip on to the edges of a custom smartphone case. We implemented buttons, dials, and sliders, but the working principle can be extended to many other types of interactive elements. When a user manipulates a widget, a set of gears inside the widget transforms the interaction force into rotation of an associated marker inside the case. The smartphone’s camera detects this motion and performs an associated action. During normal use, the widgets are securely fixed in place to one of the edges of the phone case, but are easily reconfigured by removing them and clipping them to a new location. The case incorporates a conical mirror to enable a view of widgets distributed to any location on the case edge. Figure 2 shows an overview of the system. In the sections below, we describe each of the key components in detail.

3.1 Widgets

Widgets are the main building blocks of ClipWidgets; each consists of a movable interaction component and a mechanism that translates that component’s motion into marker rotation. The working principle behind the widget design is based on translating the force of the user’s interaction into detectable marker rotation. In order to be in view of the camera, the markers (described in more detail
Figure 2: The design and working principle of ClipWidgets. ClipWidgets is comprised of three types of tangible widgets (button, dial, and slider), a smartphone case with conical mirror, and visual markers. When interacting with the widgets, the markers rotate. The rear camera of the phone can detect this rotation through the conical mirror.

in section 3.3) are located inside the case. Each marker is attached to a shaft leading into the body of the widget. Inside the widget, a system of gears translate the off-axis motion caused by widget manipulation into shaft rotation. The exact arrangement of gears depends on the type of movement that user interaction causes. The interface and mechanism for each widget are encased in a frame. The frame provides clips which enable users to easily attach each widget to the slots on the sides of the case.

To illustrate the possibilities of ClipWidgets, we designed three different widgets with three different motion types: a button, a dial, and a slider, each described in detail below.

3.1.1 Button widget. The button widget (Figure 3) consists of four printable parts: a button, a spur gear, a marker shaft and a frame. The button itself contains three important components (Figure 3a): the pressing interface, a spring, and a rack-gear shaft. When users depress the button, the internal rack gear turns the spur gear attached to the marker shaft, translating the linear pressing motion into rotation (Figures 3c and 3d). When users release the pressing interface, the spring under the interface returns to its rest position, resetting the interface.

The vertical movement of each button is constrained to 3.5 mm, reducing strain on the spring and enhancing the feel of the button. The spur gear has a circumference of 31.5 mm. This means that upon a button press, the marker rotates at most 40°. Our software registers a button press when the associated marker moves by at least 20°. We measured the input delay by analyzing video footage recorded at 30 frames per second (33 ms per frame). We found from 5 observed button presses that the average input delay is 273 ms with a standard deviation of 43 ms. The input delay for the button widget is slightly longer because of the distance the button has to travel before registering.

The frame (Figure 3b) holds all the components together and provides clips to attach the widget to the phone case. It has four slots, enabling up to four buttons to be attached to a single frame. The button frame is 80 mm long, 57 mm wide (excluding the 7 mm attachment clips) and 18 mm high. When the buttons are inserted into the frame, they protrude by 18.5 mm (Figure 3c).

Figure 3: Cross-section view of the button widget (a) and four button widgets assembled in a frame (b). The bottom two images show the different angles of the marker when released (c) and pressed (d).
3.1.2 **Dial widget.** While the button widget translates linear pressing motion to marker rotation, the dial widget (Figure 4) converts rotation in one plane (parallel to the phone screen) into another (perpendicular to the phone screen). To do so, it uses a crown gear incorporated into the bottom of the dial to rotate a spur gear at the end of the marker shaft (Figure 4a). Unlike the button’s limited range of motion, the dial—and therefore the marker—can spin freely in either direction. The crown gear and spur gear have a gear ratio of 3:1, so every full rotation of the dial causes three rotations of the marker. We found from 5 observed dial inputs that the average input delay is 113 ms with a standard deviation of 18 ms.

The dial widget is made up of four printed components: a frame, the dial knob, a spur gear and the marker shaft. The dial widget is 50 mm wide and long (excluding the 7 mm attachment clips) and 26 mm high without the dial knob. The dial knob protrudes 11 mm from the top and has a 40 mm diameter (Figure 4b).

![Figure 4: Cross-section of the dial widget schematic (a). Printed dial in two states (b), (c): when users rotate the dial, the crown gear on its bottom rotates the connected spur gear and marker shaft, causing the markers to rotate through 360°.](image)

3.1.3 **Slider widget.** Similar to the button, the slider widget (Figure 5) converts linear motion to marker rotation; however, the slider’s physical range of motion is much larger than the button’s. We use a rack-and-pinion arrangement (Figure 5a), with the rack functionality provided by a non-printed timing belt. The remaining slider components are printed: a slider thumb attached to the timing belt, a spur gear, a marker shaft, and the assembly frame.

We designed the slider to occupy the full length of the longer dimension of the phone case, resulting in the frame measuring 126 × 20 mm in the plane of the phone screen, with a height of 50 mm. The spur gear attached to the marker shaft is approximately 17 mm in diameter, with 36 teeth matching the 1.5 mm pitch of the timing belt. The slider’s slot allows for a travel of 90 mm, resulting in a maximum marker rotation of about 600° (Figure 5b). We found from 5 observed slider inputs that the average input delay is 133 ms with a standard deviation of 24 ms.

![Figure 5: Cross-section of the slider widget schematic (a). Printed slider widget in two states (b). When users move the slider thumb, it pulls the connected timing belt, which rotates the spur gear and attached marker shaft.](image)

3.2 **Phone case**

ClipWidgets uses a 3D-printed phone case to enable modular widget attachment and to aid the computer-vision-based interaction detection process. Each of the four edges of the case has 4 mm-wide slots running the length of the edge. These slots enable widgets to be attached at arbitrary points via clips, as described in Widgets.

ClipWidgets tracks widget state via computer vision detection of small markers attached to each widget. To provide line-of-sight from the camera to all possible widget locations, we use a conical mirror positioned on the phone case with the tip of the cone centered on the camera. This mirror gives a 360° view of the case edges (Figure 6). We fabricated the mirror by attaching self-adhesive d-c-fix mirror effect foil\(^1\) to a 3D-printed cone. Our prototype system uses a 18 mm-high cone with a 40 mm diameter that is mounted at 12 mm above the bottom of the case.

Although a commercially available conical mirror would provide a higher-quality image, our approach enables easy customization for different camera focal lengths. The need to cut the foil to wrap

\(^1\)https://difixbrand.com/product/mirror-effect/
it around the cone (Figure 1a) does create a small blind spot in the camera image (Figure 6); in our prototype, the blind spot is approximately 10°. The mirror is easily detachable from the case such that we can rotate the blind spot to a direction where no widgets are currently attached; for example, one of the corners of the case.

3.3 Markers
To detect widget state we use small, colored markers that protrude from each widget into the inside of the case. User interaction with a widget causes the marker to rotate in a predetermined way, enabling our computer vision software to deduce the status of the widget. A widget marker consists of two 8 mm-wide and 9 mm-tall cones glued to a small frame (Figure 7). The cones are 3D-printed with different color filaments. The frame holds the cones in place and allows it to be attached to the widget shaft. One of the cones is always blue, and the other cone is a different color to indicate widget identity. By using a blue cone and a different color cone on every widget marker, we can ensure that two cones of the same color are never right next to each other when the computer vision starts tracking them—having two cones of the same color next to each other would make it hard to detect them separately.

Figure 7: The three different markers used by ClipWidgets. The yellow marker is used for buttons, the green marker is used for dials, and the pink marker is used for sliders. This color mapping was chosen arbitrarily.

A widget marker rotates when the user interacts with the widget. To determine the state of the widget, the computer vision algorithm calculates the angle from the blue cone to the secondary cone, relative to the horizontal axis of the camera image. Figure 6 shows three different widget markers and their detected angles.

We use cone-shaped markers to achieve the most consistent sensing results with our computer vision algorithm. The problem with other shapes is that when widget is placed near the bottom on the long sides of the case, the camera struggles to see both at the same time when the widget marker is in a horizontal position. This can be seen in Figure 6 where the blue cone of the slider widget marker almost obstructs the camera’s visual of the pink cone. We also tried a cylinder shape as well as a flat marker. Using the cylinder resulted in worse obstruction and using the flat marker made it hard to sense the marker at all, due to the angle with respect to the camera.

3.4 Widget stacking
To provide the greatest range of motion possible, our slider widgets extend over the entire length of one edge of the phone case, preventing other widgets from attaching. ClipWidgets solves this problem by providing the capability to stack widgets via a 4 mm-wide slot.
identical to that in the phone case, opposite to the widget’s attachment clip. A second widget can clip into the first widget’s slot. By using a longer marker shaft that goes through the first widget into the case, we can sense its state as if it was directly plugged into the case. Figure 1c illustrates two sliders stacked together, and the shaft pass-through hole can be seen in Figure 5.

3.5 Recognition software

To analyze the camera footage, we developed computer vision software for our OnePlus 6T running on Android 10. We used OpenCV 3.4.3 for Java to process the camera images, captured at 400 × 400 pixels and 30 FPS. We use the LED flash on the phone to illuminate the inside of the case for consistent color detection.

Although the conical mirror forms an anamorphic image of the interior of the phone case [16], we found de-warping the image to be unnecessary, and thus speed computation by working directly with the warped images. To detect markers, the software first converts the image from RGB to HSV color space, allowing us to segment the image by hue. We then threshold the image for the four marker colors and use OpenCV’s contour detection to find the boundary of each individual colored cone. Finally we pair the centroid of each detected blue object (the first cone on each marker) with the center of the closest non-blue object (the second cone on each marker). The software sometimes recognizes colored objects where there are no widget markers, due to camera noise and light coming through the widget slots. We filter these out by removing any detected objects that are inconsistent in size and shape during the first 100 frames.

To determine the state of the widgets we calculate the angle of the line connecting each pair of marker centroids relative to their initial angle. To prevent video noise from affecting the calculated marker angles, we round each angle to multiples of 3.6°. This removes most of the noise, while still providing 100 different values for each widget marker.

For widgets with a limited range, we assume that the initial state of each widget is its minimum value. Practically, this means sliders are at the bottom and buttons are not press. This provides the software with an initial status for these widgets, allowing it to unambiguously track marker state— even through multiple rotations, as with the slider. We currently only track the knob’s relative movement (i.e., increasing or decreasing), but could also use it in absolute mode by requiring a zero location for it as well.

3.6 Fabrication and assembly

Except for the timing belt used in the slider widget and the foil used for the mirror, all of our system components are fabricated on an Ender 3 Pro 3D printer, a low-cost consumer-grade printer. We use PLA filament in multiple colors. To simplify production, most of the components are fabricated in multiple parts and assembled post-print; with one exception, once assembled they do not need to be disassembled again. The exception is the marker-shaft connection: the markers are wider than the clip slot, so each needs to be removed from its drive shaft before removing a widget from the case, and reattached after clipping a widget to a new location.

4 APPLICATIONS

In this section, we show three applications of ClipWidgets to demonstrate its reconfigurability and generalizability. Each application draws from the same set of 3D-printed physical widgets, but uses them in different ways.

4.1 Game Controller

![Figure 8: Game controller prototype consisting of two sets of four attachable buttons. The left four buttons are used to control the position of the player (white dot on the screen), and the right four buttons are used to shoot enemies (orange dots) in four directions.](image)

We developed a video game controller (Figure 8) to illustrate how ClipWidgets allows a non-occluding physical interface for a mobile device. The controller consists of two sets of four buttons, each laid out in a +-shape, as direction pads. We developed a simple game to test the usability of the controller. The buttons on the left move the player in four directions and the buttons on the right shoot bullets at enemies in four directions. The interface allows users to experience the game without occluding the screen with fingers or controllers, and without purchasing special-purpose controller hardware.

4.2 Music Interface

We developed a music interface (Figure 9) to show the reconfigurability of ClipWidgets. Audio professionals often prefer physical and reconfigurable controls to support their work [19]. While other projects [8] and products [31] provide special-purpose reconfigurable mixer hardware, ClipWidgets does not require devices other than the ubiquitous mobile phone.

The music interface consists of two sliders, two dials and a button. We also developed a simple mixing app to test the use of the widgets. The app allows the user to play two separate audio tracks. The sliders control the volume and the dials control the tempo of the two tracks. Finally, pressing the button either plays or pauses both tracks. To demonstrate the reconfigurability of ClipWidgets we created two examples of how the user could build the music interface. In one example, the widgets are separated by function, having the tempo control on the left (dials) and the volume control on the right (sliders). In the other example, the widgets are separated by track, having both a slider and a dial on each side.
4.3 Interactive Graph Tool

We developed an interface to interact with math functions (Figure 10) to demonstrate how a ClipWidgets prototype can be used for tangible exploration of a high-dimensional space. We developed a prototype that contains three buttons, three dials and a single slider. We also developed an app that plots three math functions each containing four variables: \( f_1(x) = a(x + b) + c \), \( f_2(x) = ax^b + c \) and \( f_3(x) = \sin(ax + b) + c \). The buttons are used to select the three math functions. The dials control the variables \( a, b \) and \( c \) of the selected math function. Finally, the slider is used to zoom in and out on the \( x \)-axis of the graph.

5 LIMITATIONS

One of the strengths of ClipWidgets is its modularity and reconfigurability. The widgets can easily be added to and removed from a prototype. However, the phone case does not share this characteristic and must be customized for a given phone. Furthermore, modern smartphones use a wide variety of camera sensors mounted in different locations, making it difficult to develop a general solution with regards to both hardware and software.

The recognition software takes the angle between two detected cones on a plane. However, a rotation of the marker does not correspond linearly to the observed angle between the cones when observed from an angle. This means that as the widgets get closer to the bottom of the case, where the viewing angle gets narrower, the behavior of the widgets gets less adequate. We believe that in a future version of the recognition software, this could be solved by automatically correcting for the observed angle of the marker.

Because the widget markers are inside a sealed case, we use the phone’s LED light to provide illumination for computer vision. While this consistent source provides ideal lighting, it does incur some additional battery drain.

Another limitation of the widgets is the need for a physical movement to detect interaction. This requirement prevents us from developing widgets that are, for example, touch sensitive or able to sense sounds. While many of these kinds of events can be sensed by the phone itself, the necessity for widget movement prevents us from providing physical controls based on them.

While the 3D-printed nature of ClipWidgets gives it versatility and flexibility, it also brings the corresponding limitations of hobby-grade 3D printers. The widget components are too small to be printed in one piece, are not perfectly smooth, and do not perfectly connect to each other, causing friction in movement and wiggle between parts. These imperfections lead to a feeling of lower quality than with non-printed objects, and in the case of the game controller, caused computer vision errors during particularly exciting portions of the game due to shaking of the case and markers.

The mechanical nature of ClipWidgets imposes fundamental constraints on widget design. We cannot make the widgets smaller than their interior mechanisms, and they must be able to generate enough force to drive the rotary motion of the markers.

Finally, while the widgets could avoid occlusion, they reduced the directness of manipulation comparing to onscreen conductive interfaces. We believe this problem can be address by having content on the screen that correspond to the position and type of the widgets.

6 FUTURE WORK

Our demonstrator widgets illustrate that ClipWidgets can sense the traditional interactions of pressing, sliding and rotating, but the technique of detecting marker rotation could be used for other kinds of interaction as well. For example, squeezing a shape printed with flexible filament could cause airflow across vanes, which would cause a marker to rotate. Non-rotational changes to markers might be detectable as well; for example, using thermochromic materials to print the markers could indicate temperature change.
In this paper we explored further modularity of ClipWidgets through widget stacking. However, we only explored horizontal stacking of widgets. In principle, we could stack widgets at any angle or orientation, as long as we are able to print some kind of “transmission” to allow interaction force to rotate the markers.

Our focus in this work was to test and illustrate the main concept of ClipWidgets: modular physical widgets with interaction detected by the device camera. Our system does not currently include a 3D design tool or a phone API, limiting its accessibility to non-expert users. Although the shafts and markers are standard between widgets, and the gear systems versatile enough to re-use in different designs, entirely new widgets still require familiarity with 3D design. In the future, we hope to develop a semi-automated design assistant to create printable gear trains (perhaps extending work by Coros et al[13]). Likewise, a visual programming tool similar to Pineal’s [24] would enable people without programming ability to also use ClipWidgets.

We would also like to improve our computer vision system such that we can reduce the size of the widget markers enough to allow them to fit through the widget slots, making ClipWidgets truly plug-and-play. Embedding magnets into the phone case and widgets could also simplify the process of adding and removing widgets, at the cost of slightly increasing the complexity of assembly. Lastly, we want to test ClipWidgets with designers and other end users. We plan to run tests where users develop their own prototypes. From these tests we hope to find out how much ClipWidgets assists users in prototyping and learn what aspects to further improve.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces ClipWidgets, a system that allows users to easily create tangible user interfaces around a smartphone. ClipWidgets use the smartphone’s rear camera and computer vision to sense the state of a set of 3D printed widgets attached to it. Our implementation of ClipWidgets provides three different widgets, a button, dial and slider. We demonstrated ClipWidgets’ functionality through three demos showcasing its reconfigurability and generalizability. In future work we hope to explore widgets that can sense less traditional input like temperature or wind speed and improve the overall robustness of ClipWidgets.
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